We are currently experiencing health, economic, political and social crises. Indigenous peoples, quilombolas, minority groups and, above all, the peripheral population and informal workers are the most affected. The pandemic alerted and accentuated inequalities and class struggle, emphasizing that those with greater purchasing power have greater opportunities and chances of getting out of the Pandemic unscathed, even measuring financial profits.

In this sense, the Graduate Program in Sociology at the Federal University of Grande Dourados - UFGD, built this seminar with the aim of discussing, through a sociological perspective and the perspective of the human sciences, the tensions and conflicts that have plagued the world and, above all, Brazil. Thus, the construction of the event will continue in a way that can involve the themes: Diversity, Work and Politics, as these three categories converge and are magnets of sociological studies, human sciences and social scientists.
Due to the new coronavirus pandemic, Covid-19 (SARS-CoV-2), the event will be held remotely, from **November 22 to November 26, 2021**, through digital platforms for registration, lectures, working groups and short courses.

The Organizing Committee of the I Seminar of the Graduate Program in Sociology will receive proposals for abstracts to be presented in the event's Working Groups.

The deadline for **abstract submission is September 27, 2021**. Approved abstracts will be **published by October 10, 2021**. After approval, the authors will have until **November 7, 2021** to submit the complete article to compose the Annals of the event.

The WG's will take place on the **23rd and 25th of November 2021**.

The submission of abstracts to the Work Groups is open to undergraduates, postgraduates, masters and doctors from any area of knowledge, provided that the work proposal contemplates themes related to the Human Sciences, in particular, Sociology and WG's.

For registration and more information go to: [https://www.even3.com.br/seminarioppgsufgd](https://www.even3.com.br/seminarioppgsufgd)

Follow us on social media:

🌟 Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/seminarioppgsociologiaufgd/](https://www.facebook.com/seminarioppgsociologiaufgd/)

🌟 Instagram: [https://www.instagram.com/seminarioppgsociologiaufgd/](https://www.instagram.com/seminarioppgsociologiaufgd/)

🌟 Youtube: [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2d5GE1WNd2i6IDkzsIlosg](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2d5GE1WNd2i6IDkzsIlosg)